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The stable solid polymorphism of cyclooctanol (C8H16O, for short C8– OH) is revealed to be a complex
problem and only two stable solid phases, denoted on cooling from the liquid as phases I and II, are found
using static~thermodynamic and x-ray diffraction! as well as dynamic~dielectric spectroscopy! experimental
techniques. Both solid phases are known to exhibit glass transitions if they are cooled down fast enough to
prevent transition to ordered crystalline states. Although glass transitions corresponding to both phases had
been well documented by means of specific heat measurements, x-ray measurements constitute, as far as we
know, the first evidence from the structural point of view. In addition, a great amount of dielectric works
devoted to phase I and its glass transition, were published in the past but next to nothing relating to the
dielectric properties of phase II and its glass transition. The nature of the disorder of phase II will be discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics relating to the glass transition is an old a
unresolved problem of condensed matter physics for wh
no microscopic theory exists. When a liquid is cooled f
enough to prevent crystallization, it could result in a sup
cooled metastable liquid in which the material retains
liquid structure. Subsequent cooling ultimately forces
system to freeze-in a disordered state to become a none
librium state in a thermodynamic sense1 ~the nonergodic
state of the ergodic supercooled liquid; it should be notic
that a nonergodic state is related to a system for which s
property is time-dependent!, often referred to asstructural
glass(SG) or liquid glass.2,3 It must be taken into accoun
that it is almost impossible to distinguish a structural gla
from a liquid through static properties alone—both bei
characterized by the absence of long-range structural o
Nevertheless, their dynamics are quite different and con
erable experimental advances have been rece
undertaken.4–9 The glass transition is usually identified b
the viscosity attaining 1013 Poise, by a jump of specific hea
or, from a dynamic point of view, by a non-Deby
a-relaxation~related to the flip–flop of the molecules! with a
characteristic relaxation timet as slow as 100 s.

In 1938 Timmermans10 described a kind of molecular ma
0163-1829/2004/69~22!/224202~9!/$22.50 69 2242
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terials for which distinguishable reorientational motions
the molecules in solid crystalline state could occur. The m
ecules forming such materials are usually more or lessglobu-
lar in shape, providing little steric hindrance for reorient
tionl freedom. These compounds were denoted asplastic
crystals~this name derives from Michils11 who observed that
these materials can be extruded by quite small pressu!
although maybe, the most appropriate name is Orientatio
Disordered Crystals~ODIC for short! and the solid state o
phase which presents this orientational disorder can be
noted as an OD-state. In such a state, the centers of ma
the molecules form a regular crystalline lattice but the m
ecules are dynamically disordered in orientation. In fa
ODIC-materials can present one or more OD-states at t
peratures lower than their melting point. If an OD-state
cooled fast enough to prevent phase transformations to
ordered crystalline state, it could result in a supercoo
metastable OD-state in which the material retains the ch
acteristic orientational disorder and the regular lattice of
stable OD-state. In the same way as for structural glas
subsequent cooling ultimately forces the system to freez
an orientational disordered state as well as crystalline s
which was referred to as aglassy state12 or as anorienta-
tional glass(OG)13 since only the orientational degrees
freedom are frozen-in. It should be noticed that OG-state
©2004 The American Physical Society02-1
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out-of-equilibrium, i.e., it is the nonergodic state of the e
godic supercooled OD-state. From a dynamic point of vie
it seems to be that the dielectric spectra are dominated by
a-relaxation process like in structural glasses. However,
information up to now is sparse and needs, in some case
be reinterpreted. In a similar way as for structural glass tr
sitions, the orientational glass transitions can be identified
a jump of the specific heat and by a non-Debyea-relaxation
with a characteristic relaxation timet as slow as 100 s.

It is well-known that the molecular materials can displ
other kinds of disorder aside from the orientational disor
cited above. In particular, there exists one kind of molecu
material for which the molecules become flexible when te
perature increases in the solid crystalline state, changing
namically their molecular conformations. These materi
were denoted aCondis crystals14,15 and the solid state o
phase in which only this disorder occurs was named the c
dis state. In such a case, would it be possible to freeze-in
conformational disorder of acondis stateto yield the corre-
sponding nonergodic state? If this is possible, it would a
be logic to denote this nonergodic state asconformational
glass (CG) since only the conformational degrees of fre
dom would be frozen-in. Going much farther away, could
conformational glass transition be also characterized b
jump of the specific heat? And, from a dynamic point
view, what kind of relaxation could be characteristic of th
conformational disorder? These are the basic questions
will be addressed within.

Cyclo-octanol (C8H16O, for short C8– OH) attracted our
interest because its flexible molecular ring-skeleton gi
rise to different molecular conformations as well as to a co
plex solid-state polymorphism that leads to several dis
dered phases which could be frozen-in to yield glassy sta
Many works have been published up to now relating to,
stable polymorphism,16–19 the dynamic behavior17,20–29 of
the different solid states, and, surprisingly, next to noth
relating to the structural features of the solid states.30,31 As
for its stable polymorphism, three solid phases, denoted
cooling from the liquid, as phases I, II, and III were reporte
An exception is made of phase III; there exists unanim
with respect to phases I and II, the transition temperatu
and enthalpy changes being more or less comparable. O
other hand, phase III was only obtained by Andersson
co-workers17,19 and its existence was inferred by Dwork
et al.20 but never confirmed. As far as the nature of phase
concerned, it was reported as orientationally disordered~OD!
from dielectric17,21–29,31as well as NMR22 measurements. As
for the nature of phase II, Dworkinet al.20 argued that there
exists some kind of disorder. Leslie-Peleckyet al.26 said
about phase II, on the basis of earlier works,17,19,23that it is
OD but with molecular reorientations limited to those abo
an axis with nearly zero dipole moment, making the diel
tric susceptibility of this phase very small.

Thermal evidences of the existence of two glass tra
tions in C8– OH, associated to phases I and II, were repor
in the past.18,20 In Refs. 25 up to 29, the dielectric loss spe
tra were exhaustively studied in both the stable and the
percooled phase I and even in its nonergodic state. In
present work we report on thermodynamic, crystallograp
22420
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and dielectric results concerning the glass transitions ass
ated to these two phases. As for the thermodynamic st
the specific heat data in the stable, supercooled, and gl
state of phases I and II were obtained through Modula
Differential Scanning Calorimetry~MDSC! as well as Adia-
batic Calorimetry~AdC! techniques. As far as the crystallo
graphic study is concerned, a detailed x-ray investigation
ables us to follow the lattice symmetry of both phase I a
phase II, when the sample is cooled down to their respec
glassy states. The dielectric study was made in phase
well as in phase II in order to get information about t
disorder in both phases. Compared to the ear
publications,25–29we provide additional data in the temper
ture gap 205–240 K for the supercooled phase I and,
most important, new data relating to the primaryb-like pro-
cess in phase II, which is followed for the whole temperatu
range of existence as a stable or possibly supercooled s
In particular, these data allow us to get information abo
what kind of disorder exhibits phase II and also about
nature of the glass transition associated with this phase.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the experimental details. In Sec. III, the thermodynam
crystallographic, and dielectric results related to the ergo
and nonergodic states of phases I and II are presented
Sec. IV, a discussion is performed and finally, in Sec. V,
summarize the main conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Material

Cyclo-octanol was obtained fromAcross Organicswith
purity higher than 99% and was purified by means of seve
sublimation and crystallization processes. The compo
was always handled with extreme caution in an Ar control
atmosphere.

B. Thermal measurements

The specific-heat data were obtained by means of MD
and AdC techniques. As for the former, a commercialTA
Instruments DSC 2920equipped with a cryogenic cooling
accessory~123 K! was used. The MDSC technique enabl
us to perform measurements as a conventional DSC or
modulated mode. In such a mode, the conventional temp
ture program~linear-time temperature program! is superim-
posed with a periodic temperature change~usually sinu-
soidal! which constitutes the perturbation. The response
embodied in the heat flow rate that, by means of an app
priate mathematical treatment, can be separated in two c
ponents: a dynamic component arising from the tempera
modulation and the static component due to the conventio
temperature program. Under suitable conditions~linear re-
sponse and steady state!, the specific heat data can be d
rectly obtained in a single experiment. More details on
MDSC technique can be found somewhere else.32–35 The
MDSC measurements were made on cooling and on hea
at scanning rates of 2 K•min21. The quenching rate in som
cases was 20 K•min21. The modulated temperature amp
tude and modulation period were set equal to60.5 K and 60
2-2
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s, respectively. Likewise, the sample masses were select
ensure a uniform thin layer within the aluminum pan. T
specific heat calibration was performed using pure synth
sapphire, although the absolute accuracy is usually no b
than 5 percent or even worse.

As for the specific heat obtained by means of the Ad
technique, a home-made adiabatic calorimeter~the name of
the designation in the Chemical Thermodynamics Gro
Laboratory is CAL V! described elsewhere36,37 was used.
The vessel was filled with a mass of about 10 g in a c
trolled atmosphere of nitrogen gas. After being filled, t
vessel was evacuated and filled with about 1000 Pa of
helium in order to improve heat conduction. Measureme
were performed in the so-calledintermittent mode, for which
stabilization periods at each temperature of about 600 s w
used between energy input periods of about 800 s. The
producibility of the calorimeter is about 0.01 per cent a
was checked with standard materials as synthetic sapp
andn-heptane showing no deviations larger than 0.2 per c
from recommended values. The maximum quenching
was 5 K•min21.

C. X-ray powder diffraction measurements

X-ray powder diffraction data were collected using a ho
zontally mountedINEL cylindrical position-sensitivedetec-
tor (CPS-120)equipped with a liquid nitrogenINEL CRY950
cryostat ~80-500 K!. The detector, used in Debye–Sherr
geometry, consists of 4096 channels and the angular step
0.029° ~2u!. Monochromatic Cu Ka1 radiation was selected
The samples were introduced into 0.5 mm diameter Lin
mann glass capillaries and were rotated around theu axis
during the experiments. External calibration using the cu
phase Na2Ca3Al2F4 was performed to convert channels
~2u! degrees by means of cubic spline fittings in ord
to correct the deviation from angular linearity in PS
DIFRACTINELsoftware was used for the calibration and f
the peak position determinations after Pseudo–Voigt fitti
in the standard measurements.

D. Dielectric measurements

The measurements of the complex permittivity«* (n)
5«8(n)2 i«9(n) were performed with anAlpha impedance
analyzer (1023– 106 Hz) from Novocontrol. The cell con-
sists of two gold-plated brass electrodes~diameter 10 mm!
separated by two 50mm silica spacers making a plane c
pacitor. The sample was held in a cryostat, the tempera
being controlled by aSystem Quatrofrom Novocontrolusing
a heated nitrogen gas stream. Additional details can be fo
somewhere else.38 The material was introduced into the d
electric cell in liquid state and sample capacity was alw
checked before the measurements. Data acquisition
made in the temperature domain ranging between 145 K
293 K. The maximum quenching rate was 15 K•min21. The
measurements were performed on heating and on coo
with stabilization at different temperature steps with a te
perature control of60.5 K.
22420
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III. RESULTS

A. Thermodynamic study

As it has been recently referred,31 only two stable solid
phases at normal pressure have been observed for C8– OH
~denoted on cooling from the liquid state as phases I and!.
An additional stable phase at normal pressure induced f
high-pressure measurements, denoted as phase III, wa
ported in the past by other authors,17,19 but no further confir-
mation was obtained.

Phase I was earlier reported as an OD-phase19,22,29and it
is well-known that it can be super-cooled by means o
more or less rapid quench giving rise~if the quench is deep
enough! to an OG. Figure 1 displays the specific heat d
obtained on heating from glassy state of phase I~denoted in
the figure as@ I#gl) using the MDSC technique together wit
that obtained by means of adiabatic calorimetry. The spec
heat jump~or anomaly! as a function of temperature chara
terizing the typical relaxation process from the glassy stat
the super-cooled phase I (@ I#spc) can be clearly observed. A
the bottom of Fig. 1, as an inset, the integrated enthalpy
calculated from the AdC-data, according to the followin
expression:

HT5HT0
1E

T0

T

CpdT, ~1!

in which T0 is in this case 120 K. From this inset, the gla
transition temperature is read to be 151 K. In Table I,
glass transition temperatures of the glassy state I, obta
from both experimental techniques, MDSC and AdC, a
presented together with those referenced in the literature.
important to realize that in the OG-state, the absolute va
of the specific heat data obtained from both experimen
techniques is slightly different. This is not surprising becau
of the different time-scaling in measuring the specific hea
a nonequilibrium state. Nevertheless, it may be underlin
that both glass transition temperatures are virtually ident
despite the time-scaling.

FIG. 1. Specific-heat data as a function of temperature rela
to the glass transition of phase I of C8– OH. Open circles and solid
squares correspond to data from MDSC and AdC techniques
spectively. Open squares on the inset at the bottom correspon
the integrated enthalpy data from the AdC technique. Solid circ
on the inset at the top, correspond to the heat flow, simultaneo
recorded, using the MDSC technique.@ I#gl stands for the glassy
state of phase I.@ I#spc stands for the supercooled state of phase
2-3
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TABLE I. Literature sources for the glass transition temperatures of phase I and II of C8– OH along with
those determined in this work.

T@ I#gl(K) T@ II #gl(K) Experimental technique References

162a 143a Adiabatic calorimetry 18
142 132 Differential thermal analysis 20
155 ••• Dielectric spectroscopy 21
150 ••• Thermally stimulated current,

nuclear magnetic resonance
22

165 ••• Dielectric spectroscopy 26
168 Dielectric spectroscopy 27
164 ••• Differential scanning calorimetryb 29
172 ••• Dielectric spectroscopy
151 134 X-ray diffraction This workc

164 135 Dielectric spectroscopy
154 144 Modulated differential scanning calorimetry
151 135 Adiabatic calorimetry

aTemperatures given at the end of the specific heat jump.
bDSC measurements at 10 K min21 and annealed at 100 K for a time of 10 min.
cTemperatures according to the procedure and to the specified conditions in this work.
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At the top of Fig. 1, also as an inset, the MDSC heat fl
which is simultaneously recorded with the specific heat d
is also plotted. The exothermic peak around 230 K cor
sponds to the transition between the supercooled phase
the phase II which is presumably stable at this temperat
If an appropriate cooling~at about 2 K•min21 or even
slower!, from one temperature just above the exotherm
peak shown in Fig. 1~the sample being in phase II! is per-
formed down to 100 K, an interesting behavior is maki
clear on the successive heating from about this tempera
as it can be observed in Fig. 2. In such a figure, specific h
data on heating by means of both experimental techniq
MDSC and AdC, are shown. The MDSC heat flow is plott
at the top of the figure, as an inset. It is important to rea
that in the heat flow no exothermic or endothermic peaks
observed up to 260 K, a temperature very close to the II
phase transition which for clarity is only shown in th
MDSC specific-heat data. On the other hand, a specific

FIG. 2. Specific-heat data as a function of temperature rela
to the glass transition of phase II of C8– OH. Open circles and solid
squares correspond to data from MDSC and AdC techniques
spectively. Open squares on the inset at the bottom, correspon
the integrated enthalpy data from the AdC technique. Solid circ
on the inset at the top, correspond to the heat flow, simultaneo
recorded, using the MDSC technique.@ II #gl stands for the glassy
state of phase II.
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anomaly or jump is observed irrespective of the technique
the low-temperature side. As it has been cited, this beha
in the specific-heat evolution with temperature is represe
tive of a relaxation process associated to a glass transitio
the present case, the glass transition should be related t
existence of the nonergodic state of the phase II, denote
Fig. 2 as @ II #gl . This possibility was argued by Dworkin
et al.20 and much more recently by Sciensinskyet al.18 In
Table I, the glass transition temperatures related to the gla
state II obtained from both the MDSC and AdC techniqu
are consigned together with those previously publish
Again, the AdC glass transition temperature is obtained fr
the integrated enthalpy values depicted at the bottom of
2, as an inset. It should be noticed that, in such a case,
difference between the AdC and MDSC glass transition te
peratures is almost ten degrees. Likewise, the difference
the absolute value of the specific-heat data reported for
nonergodic state II by means of both experimental te
niques is also evident as in the preceding case~the noner-
godic state I!.

B. Crystallographic study

Preliminary x-ray powder diffraction experiments o
C8– OH31 revealed that phase I is simple cubic with a un
cell parameter of 11.96~1! Å at 273 K (Z58; eight mol-
ecules per unit cell! contrary to the result previously
reported30 as face centered cubic symmetry (a59.56 Å with
Z54). After a fast (5 – 10 K•min21) and deep enough
quench of the sample in phase I, the x-ray profiles w
recorded at different temperatures every 10 K step in
temperature range between 93 K and 293 K. Because ph
can be easily supercooled to very low temperatures,
variation of the molar volume (v) against temperature can b
determined~Fig. 3!. A continuous variation of the molar vol
ume against temperature as well as a change in the slop
one temperature are signatures of a glass transition betw
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@ I#gl and @ I#spc, the temperature of which is consigned
Table I. It may be underlined that this temperature is v
close to that determined using MDSC and AdC techniqu

For phase II, the characteristic x-ray powder diffracti
profile ~which was assigned to phase II in a preced
work31! is found to be present down to 100 K from about 2
K ~the temperature at which phase II is formed when
sample in@ I#spc is heated; see Fig. 1!. Unfortunately, all at-
tempts to index the x-ray profile of phase II have been
successful, and so the symmetry of phase II remains
known. Despite this fact, the spacingdhkl of unambiguously
defined reflections with unknownhkl-Miller indices of the
x-ray diffraction profile can be followed as a function
temperature. In Fig. 4, the spacing of two of these reflecti
~denoted asdA and dB) are plotted against temperature. A
the top of Fig. 4, the x-ray powder patterns for a sh
d-range at 233.15 and 103.15 K are shown. From this in
similar patterns with the same reflections are observed a
maximum and minimum measured temperatures. The va
tion of both dA- and dB-spacings with temperature is con
tinuous but the change in their slopes at one tempera
reveals the existence of a glass transition between@ II #gl and
@II #, the temperature being consigned in Table I. It is wo
noting that this glass transition temperature is very close
that reported by means of an AdC technique.

C. Dielectric study

Figure 5 shows the real part«8(n) of the complex dielec-
tric permittivity «* on cooling down to 210 K from the liq-
uid state and on the subsequent heating, atn51 kHz. The
measurements were made every 1 K both on cooling and on
heating. As it can be observed, on the slow cooling regim
the liquid state transforms to phase I which remains a
supercooled state down to about 220 K. At about this te
perature, a time-dependent transition to a more ordered p
occurs. An annealing at 210 K for a period of time of abo
three hours was proven to be enough to complete the tra
tion. A subsequent heating from 210 K allows us to obse
a phase transition at about 265 K towards phase I and
other one at a higher temperature in which the melting ta
place. So, the phase below 265 K was identified as phas
according to thermal and x-ray measurements~see Secs. III A
and III B! as well as to the bibliographic sources.17,19,25–28,31

FIG. 3. Molar volume for phase I of C8– OH against tempera
ture derived from x-ray diffraction experiments.
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As an inset in Fig. 5, the behavior of the real part of t
permittivity at around 225 K is shown in detail at 0.1 kHz,
kHz, and 10 kHz in order to elucidate the existence or no
a phase transition at 225 K. It seems that in the same wa
for our thermal and x-ray measurements, no evidence ab
phase III to phase II transition is observed. So, the dielec
results were interpreted on the basis of the existence of
stable solid phases, phase I and phase II. The complex
electric permittivity was fitted to the phenomenologic
Havriliak–Negami~HN! function,

«* ~n!5«`1
D«

@11~ i2pnt!aHN#bHN
, ~2!

where«` stands for the high-frequency limit of the dielectr
permittivity, D« (5«S2«` ; where«S is the static permittiv-
ity! for the dielectric strength,aHN and bHN determine the
spectral shape, andt is the relaxation time which is related t
the frequency of maximum losses through

t5
1

2pn F tanS p

2~bHN11! D G
1/aHN

. ~3!

FIG. 4. Evolution of two arbitrarydhkl directions~denoted for
simplicity as dA and dB) of the unknown lattice of phase II o
C8– OH, as a function of temperature. The inset shows the x-
diffraction profiles at the maximum and minimum measured te
peratures and the chosendA anddB directions.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the real part of the diele
permittivity of C8– OH at 1 kHz. Open and solid diamond
stand for cooling and heating runs, respectively. The inset sh
the real part of the dielectric permittivity at around 225 K at 0.1,
and 10 kHz.
2-5
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The four adjustable parameters«` , aHN , bHN , andt were
simultaneously determined at each temperature in a fit
procedure of the HN-function@Eq. ~2!#.

The dielectric loss spectra of C8– OH in phase I, as it was
reported by other authors,25–29 show a well-developed
a-relaxation peak along with two additional relaxation pr
cesses@see inset~A! of Fig. 6#. In a similar way as per Brand
et al.,27 the additional relaxations were denoted
b-relaxation and g-relaxation. This nomenclature wa
adopted to account for the succession of the relaxation
the frequency window and not for their physical meanin
On the other hand, when the phase transition from phase
phase II completely occurs,a-relaxation is fully suppresse
and onlyb andg relaxations persist in phase II@see inset~B!
of Fig. 6#.

FIG. 6. Relaxation time ofa-, b- andg-processes in an Arrhen
ius plot. The solid line corresponds to the VFT-fitting of th
a-relaxation data in phase I~open circles and solid-gray circles! and
the ooo-line corresponds to the Brands’ VFT-fitting according
Ref. 27. The dot–dashed and dashed lines are fits ofb-relaxation
data ~solid triangles! and g-relaxation data~solid diamonds!, re-
spectively, both in phase II, according to Arrhenius behavior. T
inset shows the typical dielectric loss spectra measured in su
cooled phase I~A! and in phase II~B! at 183.15 K
22420
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As for the dielectric study of phase I, our results agr
well with those reported by other authors.25–29 The analysis
of the a-relaxation loss peaks at each temperature accord
to Eq. ~2! leads to good fits withaHN51 andbHN,1, prov-
ing to be quite well described as Cole–Davidson~CD!. The
relaxation timest, shown in Fig. 6 as empty circles, wer
obtained from the fits as well. The behavior oft with tem-
perature can be described by the phenomenological Vog
Fulcher–Tamann~VFT! law given by

t5t0eA/~T2T0!, ~4!

wheret0 is a pre-exponential factor,T0 is the Vogel tempera-
ture, andA is a parameter with a dimension of temperatu
The solid line in Fig. 6 corresponds to the fitting of our da
according to a VFT-law whereas the~ooo-line! corresponds
to the Brandet al. data VFT-fitting.27 Both sets of fitting
parameters together with those taken from the literature
consigned in Table II. Unlike the data from Leslie-Pelec
et al.26 and Brandet al.,27 additional data are provided in th
gap region between 205 and 240 K~gray circles in Fig. 6!.
As it can be observed in Fig. 7~a!, when the sample in phas
I is slowly cooled, the supercooled phase I remains down
about 218 K~the loss peak of thea-relaxation clearly dimin-
ishes below this temperature, exhibiting a slow phase tra
tion to phase II!. In fact, the gap region is now restricted
the 205–218 K temperature-region. The loss peak at 20
was measured after heating the supercooled phase I w
was attained by cooling the sample from phase I down
about 160 K, fast enough to prevent the phase transitio
phase II. Notwithstanding that the phase transition ta
place between 205 K and 218 K, data corresponding to
temperature-gap can be obtained and were included in F
~dark-gray circles!. Nevertheless, although these data line
quite-well, were excluded from the VFT-fitting procedure.

Regards the dielectric study of phase II, the loss pe
corresponding to the denotedb andg relaxations@see inset
~B! of Fig. 6# were recorded in a wide frequency window
The b-relaxation is followed from 145 K up to 240 K, th
temperature at which theb-peak exceeds the available e
perimental frequency window (106 Hz). As for g-relaxation
data, they were obtained from 145 K up to 190 K. For te

e
er-
e.
TABLE II. Relaxation parameters of the phase I and II of C8– OH obtained in the present work and those available in the literatur

Phase Relaxation Arrhenius law VFT law References
type E(eV) t0(s) A~K! t0(s) T0(K)

I a 0.62 1.0310218 ••• ••• ••• 21
I a 2451 6.7310214 92.4 26
I a 3320 2.0310215 82.0 27
I a ••• ••• 3690 2.6310215 80.6 29
I a ••• ••• 3488 2.1310215 73.6 This work
I b 0.51 1.8310217 ••• ••• ••• 27
I b 0.49 3.0310216 ••• ••• ••• 29
II b 0.48 1.1310216 ••• ••• ••• This work
I g 0.47 2.9310219 ••• ••• ••• 27
I g 0.58 3.7310221 ••• ••• ••• 29
II g 0.47 1.3310219 This work
2-6
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peratures higher than 190 K, theg-loss peak is found a
frequencies higher than 106 Hz. It is important to realize tha
additional measurements were performed between 106 and
109 Hz, but all attempts to obtain reliableb andg peak data
were unsuccessful. Figure 7~b! shows the dielectric loss
spectra of phase II for five representative temperatures w
are marked in Fig. 6 as well. The 4 and 5 loss peaks, in
7~b!, correspond only tob-relaxation and were shifted up i
order to better distinguish them. The dot–dashed lines
the fittings according to Eq.~2! in which a Cole–Cole~CC!
behavior (aHN,1 andbHN51) was stated for both theb
andg relaxations. The relaxation timest for both relaxations
in phase II, as a function of temperature are shown in Fig
They clearly show a thermally activated behavior@Arrhenius
law; t5t0 exp(E/RT)] for which the fit parameters~energy
barrierE and the pre-exponential factort0) are consigned in
Table II.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Glassy states

It seems doubtless from calorimetric as well as x-ray m
surements that C8– OH displays two disordered solid stat
~phases I and II!, each one with a defined kind of disord
which can be frozen-in. Nevertheless, the nature of diso
in both phases is quite different. From a structural point
view, phase I displays a cubic isotropic lattice and from
dynamic point of view a well-developeda-relaxation is
present together with two secondary relaxations, denoteb
and g. The existence of thea process with high values o
dielectric permittivity as well as the isotropy of the lattice a

FIG. 7. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss spectr
thea-relaxation for various temperatures in the gap-region of ph
I ~A! and theb- andg-processes for 5 temperatures~denoted from
1 to 5 and marked in Fig. 6 by the arrows! in phase II. The dot–
dashed lines are fits according to the HN function@Eq. ~4!#.
22420
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signatures of orientational disorder which can be descri
as being due to quasi-isotropic or endospherical reorie
tions ~the molecules reorient around three different ax
compatible with the cubic symmetry!. The thermodynamic as
well as the crystallographic studies have clearly eviden
the existence of a glass transition in which the orientatio
disorder of phase I is frozen-in giving rise to an orientation
glass (@ I#gl). From dielectric data, by extrapolating the rela
ation time ~t! at 102 s, relating to thea-relaxation, well-
described by means of a VFT-law~see Fig. 6!, leads to a
temperature for the glass transition of about 164 K. T
temperature is about 10 K higher than that obtained
means of Adc, MDSC, and x-ray techniques and compara
to that obtained by other authors using dielectric spectr
copy ~see Table I!.

As far as phase II is concerned, from a structural point
view, the symmetry of its unit-cell is presently unknown a
though it seems to be lower than tetragonal.31 From Fig. 4,
without doubt, phase II can be cooled down at temperatu
about 140 K and it seems to be that at lower temperatu
ultimately phase II becomes a nonequilibrium state, i.e., n
ergodic phase II because there exists a continuity in the e
lution with temperature of one spacing (dA or dB) in the
anisotropic lattice but a change in the slope of this evolut
at about 134 K exists. From a thermodynamic point of vie
when phase II is heated up from about 90 K a jump in the
specific-heat evolution with temperature was found~see Fig.
2! at a temperature between 135 K~AdC-technique! and 144
K ~MDSC-technique!. It should be noted that the temper
ture obtained from AdC and x-ray measurements are com
rable themselves and their respective time-scaling as we
is evident that some kind of disorder that exists in phase I
frozen-in, but the following question arises: what is the n
ture of such a disorder? It is evident that owing to the latt
symmetry, if orientational disorder exists, it would be in su
a way that the molecules would undergo jumps among
tinguishable orientational positions around one axis.

The static dielectric permittivity of phase II is very low
similar to what is expected for ordered solid states. In ad
tion, the loss spectra, irrespective of the temperature, do
display a-relaxation and only two processes, similar tob-
andg-processes appearing in phase I, are found~see Fig. 6!.
So, it seems that the disorder of phase II must be dyna
cally described by means of these two processes that by c
fort will be denoted asb- and g-like processes~now being
primary and secondary relaxations of phase II, respective!.
Moreover, this disorder inherent to phase II should
present in phase I, because these two relaxations exist in
later phase. It might be reasonably supposed that such a
order is intra-molecular because it exists in both phases~ac-
cording to the loss spectra! but very slightly modified from
one phase to another~the surrounding of one molecul
slightly depends on the phase! as it can be observed in Tabl
II. It is well worth noting that the possibility of these twob-
or g-like processes accounting for some kind of orientatio
disorder in phase II, as it was pointed out by certa
authors17–19,25,26some time ago, should be fully discarde
Likewise, the possibility of a dielectrically-invisible

of
e
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a-relaxation accounting for an orientational disorder as w
guessed in other works17,19,23,25,26would seem less reason
able.

The question, now, is addressed to what kind of int
molecular dynamic disorder would be present in phase I
C8– OH? Brandet al.27 reported some ideas about the natu
of the disorder accounting for these secondary relaxation
phase I. Some of their explanations are related toside-band
effects or conformational changesin which the molecules
undergo transitions between the six possible thre
dimensional shapes of the C-octagon or transitions betw
the possible orientations of the hydroxyl group. We suggest
that the primary process~denoted asb-like process! in phase
II, could consist in one or both types of dynamic conform
tional disorder in which the molecule dynamically chang
its conformation. The second process~denoted ag-like pro-
cess! in phase II, could be attributed to hydroxyl group rot
tions, much faster than the conformational changes. An a
ment in support of this point of view is addressed to t
observed diminution of the loss curve representative of
b-like process when an electric field~800 mV/mm! is applied
perpendicular to the electrodes-cell. According to our int
pretation, the dynamic conformational disorder of the m
ecule is diminished because the applied field induces
alignment of the molecule limiting the conformation
changes. On the contrary, under the same conditions, the
curve representative of theg-like process does not practicall
experiment significant modifications, being independent
the applied electric field as it should be expected from
internal disorder exclusively due to hydroxyl group rotation
In order to confirm our assumption about the conformatio
disorder of phase II, other dynamic experiments in this ph
like neutron scattering or NMR should be carried out.

Now, let us consider the relaxation timet of the primary
b-like relaxation in phase II~see Fig. 6! well-described by
means of an Arrhenius-law. By extrapolating this relaxat
time at t5102 s, the corresponding temperature would
about 135 K, very close to that obtained by means of A
and x-ray experiments for the glass transition relating
phase II (@ II #gl).

It would appear, then, that if all the above consideratio
are correct, phase II of C8– OH should be considered as
condis state~and never as an OD state such as up to n
many researchers had suggested!. This condis state gives ris
to a nonergodic state in which the conformational disorde
frozen-in at about 135 K~or up to 144 K, depending on th
experimental technique and time-scaling! and therefore a
conformational glass(CG) would appear.

B. Fragility

The concept of fragility was introduced in the past
order to classify the structural glass-formers. In particu
the fact that different glass-forming materials have cert
similar features close to their glass transition, like the sa
deviation from thermally activated behavior, brought us
think that there were some aspects of the molecular diso
~those susceptible to be frozen-in! in common between them
in spite of their different chemical nature. The fragility cla
22420
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sification was earlier related to the assumption of differ
potential energy barriers in the configuration space.39 It is
well-known for the researchers in this field that the mo
fragile glass-forming materials are those which show
largest deviations from thermally activated behavior. If o
replacesA, in the VFT-law@Eq. ~4!#, by DT0 ~in which D is
the so-called strength parameter andT0 is the already defined
Vogel temperature!, we can obtain a certain idea of such
deviation. The more the fragile is the material, the lesse
the strength parameter. Values ofD lower than 10 imply
large deviations from Arrhenius law and the materials
denoted as fragile glasses.

Another basic expression that is revealed to be useful
the purpose of fragility classification is the fragility or stee
ness index40,41 m, defined by

m5F d log10t

d~Tg /T!G
T5Tg

, ~5!

in which m accounts for the slope atTg in an Angell plot
(log10 t vs Tg /T). The lower limit42 of m-fragility is assigned
to 16, the strongest materials. On the other hand, the m
fragile glass-forming materials have values ofm up to 200 or
even more. According to this way in which fragility has be
defined, thet data contained in Fig. 6, relating to th
a-relaxation of phase I, can be redrawn, as is shown in F
8 ~Angell’s plot!. The calculated value ofm is 31 for phase I
~denoted asm@ I# for short!. The m@ I# corresponds to the
m-fragility of C8– OH as an OG-forming material, its valu
being comparable to that reported in the literature (m@ I#
533).25–27Likewise, the strength parameterD @ I# can be cal-
culated from the data in Table II giving rise to a value
about 47, pointing out a relatively strong OG-forming ma
rial. Both valuesm@ I# and D @ I# are consistent with the rela
tionship m5161(590/D) deduced by Bo¨hmer et al. 10
years ago.42

The question, now, is addressed to the dynamic diso
of phase II in such a way that it is possible to extent t
concept ofm-fragility to a primaryb-like process with an
intra-molecular origin? Regardless of whether the reply
affirmative or not, thet-data contained in Fig. 6, relating t

FIG. 8. Angell’s plot for thea-relaxation in phase I and for the
b-relaxation in phase II. The solid and dot–dashed lines are
according to the VFT and Arrhenius laws, respectively.
2-8
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the primaryb-like process of phase II, can be redrawn in F
8. So, the correspondingm-index for phase II, according to
Eq. ~5! denoted asm@ II # ~following the same notation as i
the preceding case! would be 18.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nature of glass transitions in C8– OH was studied
through thermodynamic and x-ray measurements as we
dielectric spectroscopy. Two stable solid states of C8– OH,
denoted as phases I and II, are known to exhibit certain
grees of disorder, each one giving rise to a glass transi
when cooling down fast enough to prevent solid state ph
transitions.

The stable phase I~the solid state previous to the mel
ing!, whose lattice symmetry is known to be cubic, w
widely reported as an OD-state. Its dielectric loss spe
depict well developeda-relaxation along with twob andg
secondary processes. If phase I is adequately cooled, the
entational disorder can be frozen-in giving rise to an OG
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which the glass transition temperature was obtained
means of specific heat, x-ray, and dielectric measuremen

The stable phase II, which is stable at lower temperatu
than phase I, was earlier described as an OD-state by s
authors but we certainly cannot agree with this statement
a relevant finding, we conclude that the nature of the disor
in phase II is intra-molecular and possibly due to conform
tional dynamic changes of the molecule as well as hydro
group rotations. So, phase II is proposed to be denoted
condis-state. Once phase II is slowly cooled down to 90–1
K, the conformational disorder would be frozen-in, givin
rise to a CG. The glass transition temperature was de
mined through specific-heat as well as x-ray measureme
The primaryb-like process of phase II could allow us t
infer the glass transition temperature as well.
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